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Snapshots

Larry Byrne, Alan Wells and Simon Ridge
from Self Directed Living South enjoying a
game of pool on a Sunday afternoon.

Selina Whyte (sitting down, far left) and Rachel
Langrell (bumping elbows) volunteering at the
W.H. Five Loaves in Bray, where they learned
about working with food.

Dan Ryan looking
smart on a night out.

Nicola Riley
Cathy Macken
Michelle Clancy
Sinead O’Neill
Louisa Ianucci

Please email articles and photos to ruth.eagar@sunbeam.ie. If
photos are in a Word document or some other format such as
Powerpoint or pdf, they should also be emailed as stand alone
photos in their original format, to prevent distortion etc. Articles may
be edited. The Editor’s decision is final.
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Vanessa Daly (pictured) made
this beautiful baby blanket
in her crochet class. She
kindly gifted it to staff member
Lorna Bowen for Lorna’s
goddaughter.

Stephen Browne (left) and Ed Byrne at the
launch of Viewpoint Ambassadors in April.

Sunbeam Times Committee

Ruth Eagar, Editor & Art
Delwen Giles
Shirley Redmond
Scott Fell
Des O’Neill

Elsie Maguire of Ardbrae had a wonderful 70th
birthday and was delighted to spend it with her
staff, friends and family. She really enjoyed her
surprise party, presents, visits, cards, and cake.
She particularly loved the birthday wishes that
were compiled into a video for her.

Sara Devereux met
with President Michael
D. Higgins on a recent
holiday break in the
Galway Bay Hotel.

Colm Carabini taking a
‘gingerbread break’ during
some sales shopping in
Nutgrove Shopping Centre.

Enjoying some chats at Ard na
Greine. From left: Karenza
Annesley (Client Services Manager),
Ruth O’Doherty, Mary Bardin (Senior
Manager) and Helen Donnelly.

Thanks to all our
contributors!
Front cover: Shirley Johnson of Ballyraine Day Service at
Springmount Garden Centre.

Company Update
Hello everyone,

Joe Lynch
Chief Executive Officer

I hope this edition of the
Sunbeam Times finds
you and your families
safe and well.

As many of you know,
I became unwell over Christmas. During my
recuperation, we were very fortunate to have John
McCormack join us on an interim basis. John was
with us previously in 2019 and this made the job
of stepping in at short notice a much smoother
transition for John, my senior management team
and staff. I would like to thank John for coming back
at such short notice and continuing the running of
the organisation so smoothly in my absence. On a
personal note, I would also like to thank our clients
and staff for your well wishes and kind words during
my recovery - they meant a lot to me and my family.
I am thankful to have made a full recovery and it’s
great to be back in Sunbeam.
As the Covid surge has reduced in Ireland, we are
pleased to welcome administration staff back to
Cedar Estate and Southern Cross House. It has
been a difficult time for new staff joining in the past
2 years - from remote inductions to training online
and the many ‘Teams’ meetings. There have
been a lot of adjustments made to work and social
interactions. I would especially like to extend a very
warm welcome to you all. It is really great to see
you in the office, to meet you in person and enjoy
the banter over lunch in the canteen.
Viewpoint, our client representative group, recently
launched their ‘Ambassador project’ in the Taylor
Centre. A considerable amount of hard work was
put into preparing for the launch, and Viewpoint’s
dedication certainly showed. I was really impressed
by the professional presentations on the day from
our clients and special guests. Special mention to
Steve Brown, Viewpoint Chairperson; the hosts for
the day, Ed Byrne and Cathy Macken; Viewpoint
members who made presentations; and Eoin
Hayden who entertained us with a song, supported
by Brian Carroll and Rob Quinn.
A group of Sunbeamers headed off to Spain at
the end of April on their much-postponed Camino
trip, where they walked the last leg of the Camino,

starting in Sarria and ending in Santiago de
Compostela – over 100 km in 7 days! In excess of
€30,000 was raised by both the group itself and by
those took part in various SHS Fitness Challenges
and Raffles. Thank you to everyone who donated
through whatever means. All money fundraised will
go towards special projects in SHS outside of HSE
funding.
Áine Kerr, our Principal Social Worker and MultiDisciplinary Team Lead, left us earlier this year to
pursue an exciting career opportunity elsewhere.
Áine was an invaluable member of the Senior
Management Team and we wish her all the very
best in her future endeavours. John McCormack will
take the lead with the Multi-Disciplinary Team until a
Principal Social Worker is appointed.
Sean O’Reilly, who looks after assistive technology,
is working closely with Viewpoint to improve
technology for all our clients, primarily focusing
on the development of training and mentoring to
support individual needs. It is important to us that
nobody gets left behind in this digital age.
Our Human Resources Department (HR) continue
to face recruitment challenges and have a high
number of vacant positions they are trying to fill. To
help combat this, members of the HR team recently
attended a Careers Development Seminar at Carlow
IT, took a stand at the Healthcare Job Fair in the
RDS Dublin, and ran a Job Fair in the Arklow Bay
Hotel. There has been a good level of interest from
these events and we are hopeful these three events
will assist in filling many of the vacancies we have at
the moment.
We have commenced our ‘greening’ of the fleet with
two new full electric vehicles recently purchased.
These two cars alone will reduce greenhouse
gas emissions by over 12 tons each year. We are
committed to being good community members and
good neighbours, and the greening of our fleet will
continue on our five-year programme of renewal.
In housing, we have upgraded several houses
over the past six months. These include Rosanna
Gardens, where new bathrooms and apartment
living spaces have been created.
Continued overleaf.
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Company Update

Continued

Our Quality, Compliance & Training Department
will be busy over the coming months preparing
for an accreditation with The Council on Quality
& Leadership (CQL), which will be taking place in
October/November 2022. CQL will examine every
part of the organisation, and will meet with clients,
staff, and families to ensure we are delivering a
quality service to our clients.
We were very recently saddened by the loss of one
of our clients – Trevor McWilliams. Trevor was a
very kind, caring and gentle man who was an avid
Manchester United fan. Trevor will be dearly missed
but forever remembered in our hearts. We send
our condolences to Trevor’s family, friends, fellow
clients, and staff. Ar deis Dé go raibh a anam dilis.
In March this year we said farewell to our colleague,
Ann Walker who was with us for 5 years as a staff
member. Prior to Ann joining us as a full-time staff

member, she ran The Orchard Cafe in Ballyraine for
many years. I wish Ann an incredibly happy, long
and healthy retirement.
The Chair of our Board, Dawn Leane, and our
Board Directors, continue to meet regularly. I would
like to extend a warm welcome to Miles Williams,
who recently joined the Board. We are extremely
grateful to our Board for their commitment and
contribution to the organisation and the people we
support throughout the year, all of which is voluntary.
Finally, as always, I would like to thank all our
staff in Sunbeam for their continued hard work
throughout the year. It is because of your kindness
and dedication, that our clients have a better life.
All best wishes,
Joe Lynch

ANTHONY MCDONALD
Tanya McNamee
Anthony McDonald from Hall Lodge
spent a great day in Dublin Zoo with
his PA Tanya McNamee.
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What kind of snake would you find on a car? A windshield viper!
Why are tigers terrible storytellers? Because they only have one tail.
What kind of bird works at a construction site? A crane.
What does a fish say after sharing a new idea? Let minnow what you think.
Can a wallaby jump higher than a building? Of course … buildings can’t jump!
What’s orange and sounds like a parrot? A carrot.
Why are snakes difficult to fool? You can’t pull their leg.
Why don’t leopards play hide and seek? They’re always spotted.

CORE

Marina Fitzgerald & Sinead O’Neill

JOB FAIR

Marina Fitzgerald

Ukraine Appeal
Aisling Kelly wanted to help out the Ukranian people
as she had been watching the news about the war.
So she went to Tesco and bought some supplies to
donate locally for collection in Arklow. Aisling said
that this was the first time she had taken part in a
community-based donation project, and she felt good
to be doing something to help. Well done Aisling!

Arklow Tidy Towns
Super well done to
Olivia and James
from Core who pick
up litter in Abbey
Cemetery every
Wednesday afternoon
as a volunteering
role with Arklow Tidy
Towns, ensuring that
the grounds are kept
neat and tidy.

Lollipop Day

Aisling Kelly and James Gammell from Core
volunteered in Bridgewater Centre for Lollipop Day
to raise funds and awareness for oesophageal
cancer. Well done guys!

SHS ran a staff recruitment Job Fair in the Arklow Bay
Hotel on Wednesday 23rd March 2022. A number of clients
attended to meet with potential applicants and answer their
questions.
Photos, clockwise from top left: Anthony McDonald
(Hall Lodge), James Gammell (Core); Martin O’Brien
(Ros Mhuire); James Gammell (Core), Sean Sheekey
(Ros Mhuire), Johnny McGraynor (Ros Mhuire); Johnny
McGraynor (Ros Mhuire).

BRAY BOWL

Laura Murphy (above right) and Aisling Kelly from the Core meeting
with old and new friends Joe, Cathal and Curtis from Bray Learning
Centre in Bray Bowl.
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The best of Marie Lu

The

SCOTT
FELL
Pages
Eoin Colfer

This is Marie Lu who is a ChineseAmerican young adult (YA) author.
She has written a lot of YA books,
and I recommend them. They are:Warcross is a duology and it’s
about a young 18 year old bounty
hunter called Emika Chen
who goes undercover and
must compete in the Warcross
championships which is run by the
creator Hideo Tanaka.
Her next series is called the Young
Elites series triology and tells the
story of teenager Adelina Amouteru
whose mission is to defeat an evil
group called the Inquisition Axis
and its leader Teren Santoro.
Marie Lu is also writer of the
Legend Series which is about 15
year old June Iparis who wants to
avenge her brother’s death, and 15
year old Daniel Day Wing, a.k.a.
‘Day’, America’s most notorious
criminal. But June finds out that
Day is innocent and that he didn’t
kill her brother Metias. After many
exciting adventures, June and Day
share a kiss.
Marie Lu wrote many other books
as well. She is a great author.

This is Irish bestselling author Eoin
Colfer who did lots of stories about
Vikings when he was a child. He has
won lots of cool awards and did books
for the O’Brien Press. He is best
known for his 8 book Artemis Fowl
series. The first book is about Artemis
Fowl who is twelve years old and a
master of crime. He kidnaps a fairy to
get a large sum of gold for her return.
Artemis fights bad guys and nasty
monsters too. And Eoin also wrote a
series called The Fowl Twins.
He did other books and they are:Airman is about a boy called Conor
who was kidnapped by the evil
Marshall Hugo Bonvilain, but he
escapes and fights him.
His next book series is a trilogy
called W.A.R.P. (Witness Anonymous
Relocation Program) which are about
an orphan called Riley and his friend
Chevie an FBI agent who are being
chased by their arch-enemy Albert
Garrich.
Another series he wrote is called Half
Moon Investigations about a young
detective Fletcher Moon who has
to solve a lot of mysteries within 24
hours.
The Supernaturalist and The Wish
List were good books. So that is Eoin
Colfer and he is awesome.

The death of
Robert Miles
This is super star Robert Miles who
died a long time ago. He was such
great record producer, composer,
musician and DJ. I though he was
a legendary DJ. He had lots of
albums and some great songs too.
And some of them are One and
One, Children, and Fable. He also
sold millions of copies. He was so
popular. We all loved you. Now
that you’re gone, God will look after
you. So I write this article for you.
You have been loved.

Above: Robert Miles
Below: Eoin Colfer

Animal Corner
Mosquito

This is about the most deadliest
insects in the world. Mosquitos are
the most deadliest insect in the world.
They kill almost 700,000 people
every year. They can spread malaria
and other diseases which are very
dangerous to humans.

The Kissing Bug, or also known as Vampire Bugs, bite people
around their mouth. They can carry Chagas Disease which can
lead to heart disease or heart failure years later.
The Tsetse Fly is native to Africa and causes African sleeping
sickness. Humans who are bitten often experience confusion,
poor co-ordination, numbness and difficulty sleeping. It is very
hard to treat and can lead to death. In 2015 it killed 3,500
people.
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The Murder Hornet comes from Asia and Japan. It’s the world’s
largest hornet with a wingspan of 3 inches. Their stinger is a
quarter of an inch. It attacks honeybees and their hives. It’s
sting is extremely painful to humans.
The Indian Red Scorpion is the most lethal of scorpions. Their
venom causes severe pain, breathlessness, sweating and
vomiting, and can be fatal.
The Deathstalker Scorpion rarely kills adults but is very deadly
to children. It’s venom is the most expensive liquid in the
world, and has shown promise as a treatment for some serious
diseases such as brain cancer.
Fleas are small, wingless, bloodsucking insects that can spread
the plague and a form of typhus. The Black Plague killed
almost 25 million people in the 14th century.

My Love Of Birds
This is my love of beautiful birds. They are:Peacocks, Peahens, Chickens, Barn owls,
Eagle owls, Snow owls, Vultures, Condors,
Albatross, Secretary birds, Seagulls, Eagles,
Pheasants, Kestrels, Magpies, and the last
one is the toucan. I really do love these cool
birds.
Condors

Vultures

Barn owls

Chickens

Kestrels

Snow owls

Peahens

Magpies

Toucan

Eagle owls

Eagles

Seagulls

Secretary birds

Pheasants

Peacocks
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BALLYRAINE DAY SERVICE
Lorraine Newsome

DAY AT THE BEACH

MOVIE SET

Annette Doyle

Annette Doyle enjoyed a lovely day at the seaside
in Arklow, along with her friends from Ballyraine.
We brought a picnic and enjoyed the lovely
sunshine. Annette paddled her feet in the sea, and
she also loved the feel of sand on her feet.

THROUGH THE LOOKING GLASS

Shirley Johnson and Joseph Earls enjoyed a trip
to Enniskerry to see the movie set for the film
‘Disenchanted’.

ART COMPETITION

Clients had a lovely visit to The Arboretum at
Kilquade, Co. Wicklow. Posing for a ‘mirror’ photo,
above left: Geraldine Stokes, Joseph Earls and
Lorraine Newsome, and above right: Geraldine
Stokes, Laura Cooper, Annette Doyle, Shirley
Johnson and Lorraine Newsome.

Roisin and Shirley
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Joseph and Geraldine

LOVELY PHOTOS

Roisin Tighe at the beach

Michael Brennan, Michael
Grummell, Laura Cooper
and Shirley Johnson were
awarded certificates from
Trinity College for getting to
the final of the IDS Tilda All
Ireland Art Competition. This
was a great achievement,
and they were all delighted
when they received their
certificates in the post. To
celebrate, we had a lovely
cake and refreshments.

Michael Grummell with
some pottery he painted

GARDEN CENTRE

Shirley on a visit to
Springmount Garden Centre,
Ballycanew, in Wexford.
Shirley enjoys looking at
flowers and plants.

GLENDALOUGH

Michael B, Geraldine, Laura,
Michael G, and Shirley had a
lovely day out in Glendalough.
They walked to the Miners Village
and heard a talk about the history
of life in the 1800’s, where mining
of lead, zinc, silver and ore took place. The ruins of houses where
miners and their families lived are still there.

VICTOR’S WAY

CHRISTMAS 2021
Due to Covid restrictions
we were unable to have
lunch out in the community
as planned, so we decided
to make the best of a bad
situation and decorated
our location, including the
kitchen. We had festive
tunes playing and ate a
traditional dinner of turkey,
ham and all the trimmings,
followed by nice desserts.
Everyone got involved in
the decorating and helping
out. After lunch we were
surprised by a visit from
Santa who gave a lovely gift
to all clients. It turned out
to be a lovely, relaxing, funfilled day.
Pictured are Roisin Tighe,
Joe Earls, Michael Brennan
and Michael Grummell, who
all enjoyed their Christmas
lunch together.

BIG JIGSAW

Michael Grummell is seen here with a recently completed
995 piece jigsaw puzzle. It took Michael six weeks to
complete, spending an hour and a half each day. Michael
had never tackled a jigsaw this big, but when he saw the
lighthouse picture, he really liked it and was up for the
challenge. He had a great sense of pride in his achievement
when completed. Michael is on his third jigsaw now - the
latter two being 500 piece jigsaws.

SPECIAL BIRTHDAY

Geraldine Stokes, Shirley Johnson and Joe Earls
enjoyed walking around the parklands on a visit to
Victor’s Way in Roundwood. They loved looking at the
sculptures along the walk.

Joe Earls having a pint in the
Glenview Hotel with staff and
friends, to celebrate his birthday in
January 2022.
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PARKNASILLA & 3A
Noeleen Nealon

The clients in Parknasilla have been busy this season doing
lots of creative activities. They have also been attending
classes again. Classes attended are a mixture of Yoga, Arts &
Crafts, Football, Music & Drama, Equine Therapy and various
other activities. Some members have returned to work and
everyone is delighted and relieved to be back to a semblance
of normality.

STAYING BUSY

BIRTHDAY PARTY

Nicky recently met Clyde, a staff member’s Saluki
dog. Nicky and Clyde loved meeting each other!

Ashling Maguire had fun
celebrating her birthday with
her friends Sarah, Myles,
Nicky, Susan and Ray. It
was so good to be able to
celebrate events with friends
after two years of social
distancing! Even Harry
Potter made an appearance!

Susan Fry with the
horse she painted.

Nicky Dickenson heading
to work in Bray Lakers.

DRAMA CLASSES

David Doyle enjoying being back at Drama Classes in March
2022, and his brother Myles in sync with the moves!
VISION BOARD
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Aisling Maguire chose to compile
a Vision Board for the year
of 2022. The Vision Board
comprises of her favourite
interests and activities. These
are things she currently enjoys,
and activities she hope to
experience in the coming months.
The other residents are also
compiling Vision Boards reflecting
things they both enjoy and wish
to try this year.

Aisling Maguire painting a whale.

Susan Fry painting a fish.

New Cluster: Ballyraine/Glenvale
Carolina Santiago-Walker

On the 12th of November 2022, the New Cluster
Ballyraine and Glenvale threw a Tea Afternoon Party,
always following COVID-19 guidelines and respecting
social distancing. Everyone enjoyed the sound of the
beautiful concert that was being played in the background
with extraordinary musicians. Classical music enhanced
this wonderful afternoon tea and helped make it an

unforgettable day for clients and staff members.
We would like to thank the musicians Niall O’Sullivan
(trumpet), Gerald Pellegrine (cello), Vladimir Jablokov
(violin) and Vincent Lynch (piano) for volunteering their
time to provide such a great experience to our clients.

MUSIC GROUP
Tommy Breen

It's fantastic to have all the Music
Group back in action, and a lot of the
guys are preparing for a new show this
summer to be held in the Arklow Bay
Hotel.
Pictured here are some of the music
group from Eolas and DCB wishing
everyone a happy St. Patrick's Day,
and there is a video on the Sunbeam
Facebook page of the lads singing
'Ireland's Call'.
Top photo: Back row, left to
right: Pierce Cahill (DCB), Donal
O’Mahony (DCB), Tommy Breen
(Music Teacher); Front row, left to
right: Daniel Ryan (Eolas), Peter
Lawlor (Eolas), Ian McGuire (Eolas).
Lower photos, left to right: Daniel
Ryan; Ian McGuire; Pierce Cahill.
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THE GARDEN TEAM
Colette Verdes
GARDENING
The Garden Team engaged
well with biodiversity this
year, growing vegetables
and herbs from seed as
part of the ‘Borrow, Grow,
Share Project’. They used
the produce for cooking, and
brought some home. Alan
and Mark picked elderberries
and everyone helped making
jam. Pumpkins were also
grown and spring bulbs
planted. Our hens Fluffy
Bottom, Nugget and Daisy
keep us supplied with eggs
for cooking and to take
home.

A pumpkin grown by the
Garden Team

Alan McKee and Mark Byrne
harvesting elderberries

Robert Byrne and Ciara Glover
making elderberry jam

Left: The
hens having
a mud bath

David Tobin and Noel Harvey
planting bulbs

Alan McKee planting spring
bulbs

CHRISTMAS
The Garden Team enjoyed
their Christmas season with a
number of activities.
Photos: Clockwise from top left:
Christmas Jumper Day; Mark Byrne
visiting the reindeer at the Arboretum
in Kilquade; painting pottery
Christmas decorations; Christmas
gift hampers made by the Garden
Team for their families back home.
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Darren Jenkins picking cherry
tomatoes.

ART PROJECTS

THE GARDEN TEAM Cont......
Colette Verdes

Many of the Garden Team clients
enjoy creative crafts and artwork.

Fergal Smith doing a salt painting

Brian Canna and Darren
Jenkins attended a ‘Spring
and Shine’ workshop in
Ballyraine where they
made willow hearts

Pottery painted for
St. Valentine’s Day
Bernie O’Toole made a cushion
from a rug-making kit

COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT

SHS held a collection of practical items for Ukraine, and clients from the Garden Team
joined in by collecting items and delivering them to Bray.

Darren Jenkins delivering some Ukranian
supplies to the collection point.

Photos on left:
Clients in the Garden
Team made lovely
‘Thinking of You’
cards for people
who use the Meals
on Wheels service.
These cards were
greatly appreciated by
those who received
them.
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DARGLE COMMUNITY BASE (DCB)
Monique Jolly

IRISH RUGBY TEAM
I was very happy when I was given a free ticket to go
and see the Irish Rugby Team train in the Aviva. I met
my keyworker at the Dart Station at 09.00. When we
arrived at the Aviva Stadium we were very early, but
I didn't care because we got a good seat. We were
given a flag each. I was very excited to see all the
players and got to give some of them a high five. I
saw them train with the under 21's. They were giving
away some prizes of signed jerseys but I didn't win
any. I wasnt too disappointed because they were too
small for me. On the way out I got more flags and
posters to give to my friends. I had a good day.
Mark

MOTHER’S DAY ART
It was a beautiful day and we decide to do some Mother’s
Day art outside. We brought out the music and got a
suprise visit from our friend Tina. We had fun while
chatting, singing, and making our plaques.
Mary Kate

NEW TECHNOLOGY

SPECIAL BIRTHDAY
Ann had a special birthday this year, and of course
we could not let it pass without giving her a huge
celebration. She was showered with flowers, cake
and presents from her friends in DCB. Her sister
Nicola also threw her a special party in The Graduate
and invited all her friends. You’re looking good Ann
and we hope you had a wonderful time.
From all your friends in the DCB
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We are happy with our new technology. We still have lots
to learn but we are enjoying the classes and going out and
about taking photos.
This is us going
out and about and
taking photos of the
neighbourhood. We
like going out and
taking photos and
looking back on them.
Soon we will learn how
to print them.
Mark and Wendy

DARGLE COMMUNITY BASE (DCB)
Monique Jolly

ON THE MOVE AGAIN
We had a
couple of
lovely days in
March and we
decided to take
advantage of
it and jump on
the Dart to Dun
Laoghaire. We
walked the pier
and sat out in
the sun having
our lunch. It
was great to be
able to get out
again. We are
looking forward
to many more
outings to come
now it is safer
to get around
again.

STAYING SAFE

Mark successfully finished a six week
course with Ellen Talty, the student
social worker, on how to stay safe in the
community. Here is a picture of Ellen
presenting Mark with his well-earned
certificate. Well done, Mark!!

CLEAN COAST
As part of our Biodiversity and
Clean Ocean Project, Aidan Gray
from Clean Coast Ireland came
to visit us on the Base and did a
workshop on erosion and ocean
pollution. We really enjoyed the
morning and we learned a lot of
new facts such as:•
•

•

70 % of earth is water.
146 Beaches in Ireland won
awards in 2021, and the
Blue Flag is one of them.
Bray and Greystones were
awarded the Blue Flags
which means the water is
clean and safe to swim in.
Pollution comes from:
raw sewage waste, water
treatment plants, littering,
and natural disasters such as
storms and erosion.

Aidan brought in some amazing
shells and told us what they were
made of, and we were allowed
to hold them. We are looking
forward to meeting him on the
beach next time and learning
some more interesting facts.
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DARGLE COMMUNITY BASE (DCB)
Joanne Cleary, Edel Lambert & Monique Jolly

ARTWORK

AN EASTER VISITOR

Artist Genevieve Harden comes to DCB each Friday to
work with service-users here. They did a huge painting
of Samantha's recent birthday party!

HELPING UKRAINE
When we heard about the war
in the Ukraine we all wanted
to do something to help. We
decided to do a collection
of food, hygiene, and baby items for
the people who had to flee their homes.
We asked Angie at the reception if we
could leave the collected items with her, and she was very happy to help
us. We sent out a note to all in SHS and we got an amazing response.
People were very generous, and we collected 2 cars full of items which
we dropped off to Greystones. From there it was collected by trucks and
brought to Poland on the Ukranian border.
Thanks to everyone who donated. We are sure that the people of the
Ukraine will appreciate it very much. Next we would like to organise a
cake sale when it is safe to do so and hopefully, we will see you all there.
Donal O' Mahoney
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THE KNITTING CLUB
Claire Duff

Left to right: Elsie, Elizabeth, Nicola, Catriona, Natasha.

In September 2021, what started as
a Knitting Club has become a great
get-together with friends, catching up
at the end of the week over a cup of
tea and not a lot of knitting!

Daphne is a great knitter too, with
always something new on the
needles. Her pride and joy is her
beautiful pink knitted bag with the fab
wooden handles!

Occasionally we do get down to
some work! We received a lovely
batch of crochet squares from the
National Maternity Hospital, Holles
St. (thanks to Paula in Valleyview),
and the ladies sewed them together
to make lap blankets! At every class
I am amazed at the handiwork of the
ladies - their delicate, careful stitches
evenly spaced to perfection - such
talent! And that’s just the sewing!

Sinead can turn her hand to anything:
word searches, mindful colouring, but
mainly she steadily works away on
her cross stitch picture of a beautiful
desert island at sunset!
Helen has an amazing eye for detail.
She has been making jewellery the
last few classes at great speed! Such
beautiful co-ordination of colours!

Caitriona is a beautiful knitter, with
something always on the needles for
some lucky recipient.

Donna has been taught crochet by
Maria from Ardbrae, while we all
watch in awe at how quickly she has
mastered crochet!

Natasha has such an eye for colour,
and finds the most beautiful yarn for
scarves!

Elizabeth has completed her beautiful
pastel blanket and is moving on to
her glamorous red scarf!

Nicola is not only a great knitter but
can crochet like a pro – without a
pattern – designing on the fly as she
goes along!
And me! Well I am chief tea maker,
and occasionally starter off-er of rows
or when people need a break!
None of this magic could happen
without Vanessa and Hazel who
are there every week, encouraging,
applauding and waffling!
Our next project is Olann Mór (Big
Wool) who will come to our class
to do a workshop using their super
chunky wool and knitting with our
fingers! We are really looking forward
to it.
If anyone would like to join our
little club they would be more than
welcome. Please get in touch with
me on claire.duff@sunbeam.ie.

Below, left to right: Sinead, Donna, Daphne, Elizabeth, Helen.
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Walks.
Health.
John

I am thankful for being
able to meet my friends
and family every week,
going to activities in my
town and volunteering in
the church.
Sinead Conway

Thankful for the music
(the songs they’re
singing ;))
I am thankful for my
family, and mine and
their good health as not
everyone is so lucky to
have good health and a
family of good health.
A work colleague.
Sunny days.

The beautiful
colours of sunrises
and sunsets.

I am thankful for
the good health I
have regained.
Jenna

Kindness.

Having enough
money.

Going to bed and
hearing your adult
kids chatting to
each other.

The sea.

Thankful for my dog.
I’m thankful to have
made it this far.
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Netflix!

Pets.
Youtube.

The opportunity to work
from home and get to
know my neighbours.
Ruth

For the safe arrival
of a baby.

Tuning in online every
day to a lovely short
church service with
inspiring words and
prayers.

Birdsong.

Heading off on day
trips with a friend.

The Sunbeam Times Committee asked
of anything they were thankful for during
difficult times, to help remind us that no
always something to b

Lifting my head from the
pillow every morning.

Conor Mulligan
from Tus Nua was
out in Dundrum last
Friday, and as the
picture shows, he
was clearly enjoying
the freedom of
being out and about
once again.

For my car.

What are you th

Zoom.

Thankful to have
afforded a house and no
longer have a landlord.
Friends who
listen.

I’m grateful for what
we achieve with the
Viewpoint.
Ed

Recovery from Covid for
2 family members.

ou thankful for?

ee asked staff and clients to let us know
for during these unusual and sometimes
s that no matter what is going on, there is
thing to be glad about!

Thankfulness for life,
family, friends and good
health.

The end of winter.
I am thankful to be able
to see my family every
week and I am thankful
for living in Sunny
Gardens.
Bridget Murphy

I am thankful for a
good job and the health
to do it. I would also
like to add that for the
most part I have great
colleagues which I am
grateful for, who make
my day a lot easier.
I am thankful to be
living in Ireland with a
Government that is doing
its best.

I’m very thankful to
have 3 meals a day.

Technology.

Positive people.

Covid vaccines.

I’m grateful for
engaging with my
girlfriend this year.
Willie

I am thankful for
being able to see my
children. I am thankful
to my keyworker Teresa
because she is going
to support me to redecorate my bedroom
over the next few
months.
Helen Farrell

Thankful to frontline
workers in SHS and
elsewhere who did so
much during Covid-19
and who are still
beavering away. You are
not forgotten.

I am thankful for the wonderful experience
SHS has given me over the last 14 weeks.
I am thankful for the opportunity to meet
the clients, service areas and staff. As my
placement as a student social worker comes
to an end, I am thankful for all the kindness
I was shown on this learning experience by
all in SHS.
Friends who keep in touch.

I am thankful for
amazing colleagues - the
kindness, consideration,
humour and positive
approach shown to the
residents and each other
makes it a joy coming to
work. There is always a
new challenge that faces
the teams, but they rise
to each and every one.
Vale Lodge and The
Beeches.

Thankful for the heroes
who put their own lives
on the line to care for
others.
Fintan is thankful to
be able to get back
attending an Ireland
football game in The
Aviva.

To know that God is in
charge despite the mess.
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VIEWPOINT
Eileen Kelly

Viewpoint Rights Group Committee
members have continued to meet
on Zoom weekly. Viewpoint has
also started to return to some in
person meetings in the large venue
of the Taylor Centre. This has been
a reassuring space for members
in terms of social distancing and
personal safety.
Over the past while, Viewpoint
members have been very busy
preparing for the launch of Viewpoint
Ambassadors which took place at the
Taylor Center on April 7th.
In preparation for our launch,
Viewpoint distributed our Viewpoint
Ambassador Information Leaflet
and our Campaign Poster to all
locations, and shared our Viewpoint
Ambassador Video on Sharepoint
with all staff and clients. This
information tells you all about
Viewpoint’s aim to be ‘A Voice for All’
and to achieve ‘More Voices, Strong
Voices’ across Sunbeam services.
Our launch was also recorded
and will be posted on Sunbeam’s
Sharepoint. It is Viewpoint’s plan to

include sign language interpretation
on the recording to make it
accessible for all.
On the day of our launch there was
a limited audience of approximately
40 people due to Covid, but with
the support of Sunbeam I.T. (Brian
and Sean), we were able to invite all
locations to join us on Zoom. In all,
22 locations tuned in on the day.
Everybody was warmly welcomed
to our event by Chairperson Steve
Brown, and our brilliant hosts for
the day were Ed Byrne and Cathy
Macken. Viewpoint members who
made presentations on the day
included Sean, Donal, Jennifer and
Scott, while Gavin, Paul, Jordon
and Karen greeted our guests with
our Viewpoint Ambassador leaflets
and new logo stickers. Students
Joe, Cillian, Stephen, Lee and
Sophie from the Student Learning
Centre also helped out on the
morning. Everybody did a fantastic
job and Viewpoint wishes to thank
everybody for showing up with great
commitment and positivity.

There was music from our brilliant
singer- songwriter and Viewpoint
member Eoin Hayden supported by
Brian Carroll and Rob Quinn. We
also enjoyed a poem especially
written for the day from Steve Brown,
called ‘Ambassadors Unite’.
We were also honored to have
Paul Alford, Self-Advocate from
Inclusion Ireland, attend. Paul was
supported by Guillaume Jacquinot
and together they shared with us all
an inspirational conversation on ‘Why
Voice Matters’. We also watched
Paul’s video of his powerful address
in 2021 to the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities on the topic of rights
to employment.
Other guest speakers included SHS
CEO Joe Lynch, and Karen Kelly
from Sunbeam’s Board of Directors,
with words of encouragement for
Viewpoint.
Here are some photos from the day!
Even a neighborhood cat popped by
to say hello!

Below: Returning the cat to the outside world!
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Next Steps - Viewpoint
Ambassadors!
We are asking Sunbeam:•
•
•
•
•

to display our Poster in
all locations.
to support clients with
our easy-to-understand
Ambassador leaflet.
to watch our Ambassador
video with clients.
to encourage at least two
clients in each location to
be Ambassadors.
to support clients
to choose a staff
member to be Support
Ambassadors.

Other Viewpoint Activities:HIQA Consultation
On 3rd February, Viewpoint
members Sean, Ed and
Sam participated in a HIQA
consultation workshop on
the topic of personal home
support services. Thank
you to Sean, Ed and Sam
for sharing their views and
ideas, especially on how to
make sure support meets
different individual needs.
Sunbeam Fitness
Viewpoint got behind
Sunbeam’s most recent
‘Fitness Challenge’ led by
Kate Hopkins. Once again,
Ed made a great video
encouraging everyone to get
involved. Ed also plans to
make a thank you video so
be on the look out for that!
Assistive Technology
Viewpoint is actively
supporting Sunbeam’s plans
to improve technology for all
clients, and will be working
closely with Sean O’Reilly in
the development of training
and mentoring to support
individual needs. Viewpoint
wants to make sure nobody
gets left behind in this digital
age.
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EMPLOYMENT IN THE COMMUNITY
Anne Kavanagh & Nicola Duffy

BACK TO WORK AFTER COVID

Selina Whyte of Aistear
Service enjoying being
back to work in Londis.

Patrick Grummell back to
work at Arklow Golf Links

HAPPY AT WORK

MUSICIAN AVAILABLE
Hi folks! My name is
Emma Kinsella and
I work in the music
industry. I play many
different instruments,
have many different
programmes to suit all
needs and I sing. I can
offer from 1-3 hours
of a workshop to any
type of group, or any
type of celebration. I
recently completed
an interactive music
session at Dunavon
where the clients joined
in with their own instruments. I charged a small fee for
my services and the feedback was very positive. If
you would like to book me, please link in with my job
coach Anne Kavanagh 086-8352407 and I will try to
facilitate you.
HAIRCUT

Two people happy in their work! Above left: Natalie Byrne
finishing a lovely display in Hopkins Toymaster, Wicklow.
Above right: Stephen Deignam checking out the pumps in
the new bar at The Parkview Hotel.
UPSKILLING

NEW JOB

Killian Byrne enjoying a
Tomek Rozanski secured
haircut from his employer
a paid job in The Old
Niall, after a day at work in House Pub & Bar, Arklow.
Town Heads Barbershop.
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION

Above: Paul Roche upskilling at his job in The Old House
Pub & Bar, Arklow. He has finished his full cash register
training and customer services tuition.
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Mark Hayward celebrates his birthday at his work
placement in D’Arcy McGees Pub & Bar, Arklow.

OCEAN HOUSE & THE PRINTWORKS
Ciara Keaveney

DONNA FUSCO

Donna enjoying the
refurbished sunroom.

DAVID MCCLUSKEY

Donna tackling the
garden.

David does dog walking a few hours a week in a voluntary capacity, and
he loves getting out and enjoying the company of the dogs. Above left:
David with Patcho. Above right: David with Gillian.

Donna enjoying
her new day service
activities.

Donna receiving some
pampering in the nail
salon.

COLM CARABINI

David enjoyed a day trip to the National Heritage Park, Wexford,
with his friend Colm Carabini.

Colm planted some lovely flowers in Bray for Bray Tidy Towns. Above left: Colm with SHS staff
member Barry Jones. Above right: Colm checking out the flowers he planted.

David grooming and
walking the horses at
Festina Lente, Bray.

TG4 are putting together a TV programme
about the Irish Men’s Shed initiative, and
they chose to feature LBS Men’s Shed
(Loughlinstown, Ballybrack and Shanganagh),
of which Colm is a member. Colm was videoed
and interviewed as part of the programme. He
had previously been interviewed by TG4 about
the Men’s Shed initiative, so at this stage he is
becoming quite famous!
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SUAIMHNEAS
Emma Reilly
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HELENSBURGH
Georgina Kelly

EASTER

Two of the clients, Vera and Catriona, worked together to create a wonderful Easter
card which they entered into the IDS - TILDA competition. They received certificates
for their outstanding work and were extremely happy. They went on then to paint
and decorate their very own Easter tree which we placed in the living room, where
it has been admired a lot by visitors. They took part in many Easter arts and crafts
activities.

Above, left to right: Catriona Reynolds, Vera Moran.
Right: Gavin King decorating an Easter egg cup.

UKRAINE APPEAL
Clients and staff collected
money to help the Ukraine
appeal. We then went
shopping and bought essential
items. After this, Gina (staff)
and Vera brought the shopping
to a Greystones community
centre.

Above: Vera Moran delivering
shopping and essentials for the
Ukraine appeal.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY
Helensburgh clients have
been very busy doing their
day service ‘in-house’. They
decorated the house in
shamrocks and flags they
made for St. Patrick’s Day.
They did some planting also.

Easter tree

Catriona Reynolds, Vera Moran and Gavin
King showing how proud they are with the
tree they created.
Above & below: Mary Kate McEvoy

Catriona Reynolds and
Mary McEvoy

Vera Moran
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Photo: A day out at Festina Lente

ROS MHUIRE
Serena Baird & Sarah Strevens

Johnny McGraynor has been enjoying being back at work
at The Railway Tavern in Arklow. He is also back practicing
with the pipe band, and he enjoyed marching with them on
St. Patrick’s Day.
A trip to the Wild
Lights in Dublin Zoo
in January.

Nicola Riley has
taken up golfing at
the driving range.

The clients in Ros Mhuire have been planting some
seeds recently.
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FUN IN THE PARK
Sean, Nicola, and Martin started their Parkrun Challenge in January 2022. This free event
takes place every Saturday morning at 09:30 in Avondale, Rathdrum. Sean started off
walking the first few times he went and then decided to set himself a bigger challenge to
run the course. Sean has ignited his love for running and has since joined his local Parnell
Athletic Club.
Nicola and Martin continue to walk the route to help build up their fitness. The Parkrun
could not be held without the wonderful volunteers who give up their morning to ensure
it can go ahead each week. They give great encouragement to all the participants, and
everyone completes the course in their own time.
Should anyone wish to join or volunteer, then register at www.parkrun.ie.

SPECIAL OLYMPICS

Well done to the Ros Mhuire clients on the Avondale Team
who competed in the Special Olympics Bocce Competition in
Castleknock in March.
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THE MANY FACES OF SUNBEAM
Des O’Neill
There are no strangers here; only friends you haven’t yet met.
W.B. Yeats
Ireland, once called the Land of
Saints and Scholars, has developed
and transitioned throughout the
ages - none more so than in recent
times and in particular, in the last
generation. Ireland is no longer an
isolated island - it has become part
of the world and we have friends in
every corner and of every nationality.
The large Irish diaspora is settled all
around the globe. Ireland used to
send its sons and daughters across
the continents to work and to build
cities in America, Canada, and the
UK, but now people from around the
world are coming to Ireland.
Sunbeam House Services is no
different from any other large
organisation in Ireland today. The
many people that choose to work
in SHS come from places like
Ghana, Slovakia, Denmark, Poland,
Zimbabwe, Catalonia, Scotland,
Germany, the Philippines, and
Republic of Congo. These are the
many countries that I know of, but
there are many more that make up
the workforce in SHS. It is a rich and
diverse group of people chosen for
their talents to work with and support
people with varying support needs,
but primarily also chosen for their
ability to work with people and be a
member of a team that empowers
people to participate in their
communities and to be accepted for
who they are.

Lucia Luka

Regina
Flottingham
Pinto

The many faces that I meet daily,
(including the Dubs), makes me
proud and happy to be part of a
company like Sunbeam House
Services and for all we do for the
people that we support.
Le duine is le gach duine, mile
buiochas go leir.
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Anthony Akut

My name is Lucia, and I am from Slovakia,
living in Glendalough with my family. I have
been working for Sunbeam for almost two
years. I helped with setting up active day
service programme in Hillview, Rathdrum
where I support four clients with various
activities and outings. The activities are
based on individual choices and interests
of the clients I support and include personal
development through various courses as
well as going to concerts, gardening, and
visiting Irish landmarks. I believe healthy
and active lifestyle is important for everyone
including people in residential care as it
contributes to positive mental health and
that is what I focus my work on.

Hi, my name is Regina, and I am from the
Republic of Ghana, a country in west Africa.
I work in Rosanna Gardens in Ashford in
Co. Wicklow. I work as Community Support
Worker here. I have been working here
for about 7 years and enjoy my work very
much. I support people going swimming,
engaging in activities in Bray Lakers, going
to the beach and the many activities both
physical and recreational on a daily basis. I
am a key worker to a client here and enjoy
working in Sunbeam House Services.

My name is Anthony, and I am from the
Philippines. I work for Sunbeam for the last
10 years and I live with my family in Arklow.
I presently work in Hillview in Rathdrum
where I am the Health and Safety officer.
Previously I worked in Rosanna Gardens
for several years. I enjoy working in SHS
- it is very client-centered and supportive
towards staff. In Hillview, there is a great
team and that makes a difference to
everyone we support.

Stazia Costa

My name is Stazia
Costa, and I am from the
Republic of Congo. I work
in Rosewood in Bray as
a Community Support
Worker. I enjoy my job as
it allows me to support
people I work with in a
meaningful way, carrying
out meaningful activities
and fulfilling their goals.
Sunbeam House Services
are a great company to
work for. They have a
diverse work force, and
support staff daily also.

Kim Inuk Mobjerg

The latest member of the
IT staff to join Sunbeam
is Kim Inuk Mobjerg. Born
in Greenland and growing
up in Denmark and South
Africa, Kim then spent a
few years in Holland before
settling in Ireland in 2003.
Kim is settling in well into
his new role and finds
everyone very welcoming.
We wish Kim well in his new
career in Sunbeam House
Services.

Hi. My name is Szymon, and I am from Poland. I came to Ireland with my wife in 2004,
and since then the most beautiful island in the world is my homeland. As some of you
may already know, I am a professionally qualified social worker, and I am passionate
about my work - probably because I believe that life is a beautiful journey where
difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations. I also worked in Sunbeam as a
social care worker, so I am familiar with many aspects of our daily routine.

Aleksandra and
Szymon Radyno

This is truly a husband-and-wife team - Alex is the other half of this duo. Also from
Poland, Alex is a community support worker and is based in Hillview in Rathdrum. A
keen and enthusiastic member of the team there, Alex believes in spending quality
time with the clients in Hillview, getting out and about in the wider community and
integrating. Alex is presently studying for a post-graduate degree in psychotherapy.
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ARD NA MARA (ANM)
Michelle White

GETTING OUT
AND ABOUT

Friendships

ANM clients have many
friends and are lucky to be
surrounded by great people
for outings such as birthday
lunches, bowling and much
more.
Pictured on left: Rosie with
friend John McDonald.

Rosie
Rosie has
enjoyed lots of 1:1
outings, including
shopping, having
her hair done, her
nails done, and
going to Bocce
with Robert.

Pat

Pat has enjoyed various
outings such as going on
walks in Kilmacurragh
Gardens, meeting up with
friends for lunch, going
bowling and enjoying
some shopping. Pat also
enjoyed a spin in his
sister's new car!
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CHANGES IN STAFF
A warm welcome to new staff members Anna
Shannon and Aoife Fahey who have settled
into the ANM family so well. We also want to
bid farewell to Amy Breen who was a great and
supportive DSCM to us, and we wish her all the
best. In saying this, we also welcome new DCSM
Anita Blair - we are excited to have you.

Christmas 2021

The clients in ANM enjoyed
the Christmas period of 2021.
They also enjoyed having their
Christmas dinner together before
going home for the holidays.

Desmond

Desmond has enjoyed various
activities such as grocery
shopping, going on the train,
getting his DA and visiting stables
to see a staff member’s horses.
Desmond seems to be enjoying
getting out and trying new things
more regularly.

Healthy Eating

Robert

Robert has enjoyed having
arious outings including bowling,
lots of walks, going to see his
family, visiting the library and
using the interactive table.

Healthy eating has become
a fun yet important activity in
ANM. Clients Rosie Walsh and
Robert Fahy have been enjoying
preparing meals and baking.
Here they made homemade
brown bread, homemade soup
from scratch and set the table to
enjoy their meal.
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ARD NA MARA (ANM)

21 Years !!

Cont......

Michelle White

Land of Lights
Staff Francis took the clients
to a special evening in Wells
House for the Land Of Lights.

Rainforest Crazy Golf

Francis Fitzpatrick and Margaret
McDonald enjoyed some
celebrations for achieving
21 years in the service.
Congratulations!!

Bowling with Friends
ANM, Hillview and Valleyview clients
have created great friendships and
enjoy each other's company regularly,
supported and organised by
Francis Fitzpatrick.

Staff Selena and Michelle took the
clients to Rainforest Adventure Golf in
Dundrum for some crazy golf. A great
day was had by all.

PUZZLE ANSWERS

SILLY JOKES
1. What did the little corn say to the mama corn? Where is pop
corn?
2. Where do sheep go on vacation? The Baaa-hamas.
3. And where do sharks go on vacation? Finland!
4. Why does ice cream always get invited to the party? It’s cool.
5. Why did the teacher jump into the pool? He wanted to test
the water!
6. What does a mermaid use to call her friends? A shell phone,
of course.
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BRI NUA

Catherine Craven

COME ON EVERYBODY, LET'S LEARN HOW TO COOK !

The clients in Bri Nua are having great
fun practicing their cooking/baking skills.
They have learned so many new skills
along the way, and so they have put
together a list of the benefits of cooking.
They are hoping that clients in other
locations might give cooking a go!
Life skills
Cooking teaches you about eating
healthily, budgeting your money,
celebrating, socialising, and cleaning.

Beat stress
It's such a fun way to relieve stress.
Cooking the perfect meal is going to put
a smile on your face. When you cook,
you stimulate your senses: sight, touch,
smell, hearing, taste (and memories!). All
these things produce feel good hormones
in your body - you just can't help smiling,
feeling happy and being proud.
Save your €'s
It's less expensive than eating out or
buying takeaways. If you buy pre-packed
meals, that's expensive too. It’s going
to be much cheaper to buy all your
ingredients and make a homemade
meal. You can plan ahead, even using
leftovers.

Love the food you make
You control the menu: you pick exactly
what you want to eat. You choose the
menu, the recipes you want to follow and
the portion sizes that you serve to your
guests.

You are what you eat
Boost your health and wellbeing by
preparing fresh food, adding good
nutrition into your diet. Increase your
energy by using and eating the freshest,
best quality ingredients. Cooking can
even encourage you to grow your own
veggies, getting you out into your garden.
Lift your confidence
Cooking will boost your self-esteem. You
learn skills like how to plan and prepare
a meal from start to finish. Impress your
family and friends - cooking a homemade
meal for your family and friends will give
you a great feeling of accomplishment,
with everyone enjoying food that you
have made from scratch.
Spreading the love
You learn how to give and share. You
learn how to receive compliments.
Try new things
Be creative. Great recipes have often

been invented by mistake - yummy
mistakes such as Chocolate Brownies,
Tarte Tatin, Chocolate Chip Cookies.
Trying new recipes from around the
world, you get to taste things you have
never tasted before, and maybe you will
be encouraged to visit new places.
Brainpower
In cooking you practice reading, maths,
and science. Have fun measuring,
combining, heating, and blending
ingredients. You learn about time
management. You need to make sure
that all the ingredients are ready together,
on time and on the table for your guests
to enjoy. Constantly using your brain to
work out your timings for each stage of
the cooking process is a beneficial sideeffect.
Hang out with your family and
friends
All enjoying your masterpiece, gathered
around the dinner table. Cooking a
homemade meal encourages everyone to
come together, to laugh, chat, and make
wonderful happy memories.
Bon appetit mes amis!!!
From the budding chefs in Bri Nua
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THE CUBE

Siobhan Curran & Joe Tallon

Congratulations
to Sean Kenny
and Ger
Murphy on
their purchases
of their new
phones.

Ger enjoying
lunch at The
Beach House,
Greystones.
Right: Gerry’s
secret Valentine’s
card

War Memorial Gardens, Islandbridge

Leonie and Derek making a pizza

LIVERPOOL FAN

Ciara Fagan,
world’s biggest
Liverpool fan!

Busy planting for the
Garden Project in Le
Cheile for Spring.
Well done guys!!

Derek visiting his mother.

Maureen Cullen’s
Spring Delights yum!

OUT AND ABOUT
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The guys went shopping for much-needed items
for Ukraine, and delivered them to Shoreline
Leisure in Greystones.

Big congratulations to
Ger Murphy and Leonie
Earls who completed
a Side by Side
Relationship Course.

Paul went to visit Kevin Kelly at his house for tea
and a chat. Kevin showed us a photo of a group
which he went to Lourdes with.

Lunch at Wicklow Gaol
It was great to
visit Sean in his
Stillorgan home for
a catch-up.

Big congratulations
to Ger Murphy on his
first live DJ gigs after 2
years. Go Ger !!!

Music session with Joe Tallon.

A trip to Cabinteely
Park and House

Marlay Park

Visiting St. Enda’s Park and Pearse Museum.

Maureen (above left) enjoying her
Arts and Crafts while the others
(above right) are participating in
Social Studies (Sean Kenny, Ger
Murphy and Leonie Earls, with staff
Maryann Doyle).

Welcome back to the Cube to
the lovely Janet White.

The guys are very happy with
their new tablets.
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ROSEWOOD Danny Wynne
1.

10.

2.

3.

Stephen Rafter and Chris Doyle
have been living a very varied life
over the last few months! Here
are some of the activities they
have been undertaking:1. Stephen baking some
delicious scones.
2. Chris playing Connect 4.
3. Stephen showing off some of
his baked goodies.
4. Chris enjoying a game of
bowling in Bray.
5. Stephen singing a few
songs.
6. Stephen presenting a lovely
poster he made for his sister.
7. Chris dancing to some music
in the kitchen.
8. Chris at Dublin Zoo.
9. Stephen feeding the birds in
Arklow.
10. Chris enjoying a cup of tea
in Bray.

4.

5.

9.
7.
8.
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6.

KILCARRA
Gemma Burke

GOREY LIBRARY
Glen Adamson
and Mateusz
Strama have
joined the Gorey
Library and have
been enjoying
checking out the
new Sensory
Pod that is
there. Glen
and Mateusz
have also been
availing of the
STAR Project
where the library
offer assistive
resources and
sensory items to
take home to try
out.

WELL’S HOUSE

John Murray and Mateusz Strama
enjoyed an evening stroll and
some hot chocolates at the Land
of Light at Well's House.

LOUGH REE
Tess Healy and Mateusz Strama took to the
water on Lough Ree where they enjoyed a
trip on the Access For All Boat. Great fun was
had, and lots of laughs with the Skipper.

SHS PHOTO COMPETITION 2022

Coming soon! Open to clients and staff of SHS. Look out for the
posters this summer, or ask staff for details.
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SELF-DIRECTED LIVING

Rebecca Kavanagh

Self-Directed Living South
enjoyed a great day in the
National Botanic Gardens
recently. CSM Paul Downes,
and CSWs Michael Kirwan and
Rebecca Kavanagh supported
the clients. The clients enjoyed
a VIP tour of the gardens and
access to the gantry on the
outside of the Palm House. This
guided tour was led by Peter
Downes (Paul Downes’ brother),
a long-serving staff member of
the Botanic Gardens.

Photo on right, from left
to right:- Alan Wells, Alan
Furlong, Simon Ridge, Michael
Kirwan (staff), Jason Dixon,
Dorothy Scanlon, Paul Downes
(CSM).

The National Botanic
Gardens of Ireland
Dublin are located
in Glasnevin, just
three kilometres from
Dublin City Centre,
and are famous for the
exquisitely restored
historic glasshouses.
The National Botanic
Gardens in Wicklow are
located in Kilmacurragh.
The two gardens have
been closely associated
since 1854. They are
operated and managed
by the Office of Public
Works. Entry to both
gardens is free.
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Positivity Bake Off Competition

as part of National Workplace Wellbeing Day 29th April 2022
Human Resources Dept.
As part of National Workplace Wellbeing
Day, all staff were asked to get their
creative hats on for a Positivity Bake
Off Competition. The Happy Pear in
Greystones kindly donated a prize of
a single place on their online Vegan
Baking Course.
The competition was a visual one as the
judges were not able to get around to
all the locations. The theme was ‘what
represents your idea of positivity’.

Congratulations to
the team and clients
at Saoirse who won
the competition.
Thanks to all those
who entered the
competition – it was
a tough decision for
the judging panel.

Give A Special Gift

Sunbeam House provides the best services it can with the funding available, and at the same
time provides value for money for our funders. But there are many ways our services could
be enhanced if more finances were available. Areas such as accommodation, activities,
community participation and education would all benefit from additional input, and this would
improve the quality of life for many of our service-users.
Would you consider making a donation to Sunbeam House, or leaving a gift to us in your Will?
No matter what size the donation or gift, it will make a significant difference
to those using our services.
If you are interested in making a donation or a gift, please contact:Martin Rogers, Financial Controller, Sunbeam House Services,
email: martin.rogers@sunbeam.ie, phone: (01) 286 8451.
People may give a donation at any time using the ‘Donate’ button on the home page
of our website www.sunbeam.ie.
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HILLVIEW

Lucia Luka

Spring in Hillview

Spring and Summer are the best times for trips and for
being active outside, and we are always trying to plan
as many activities as possible.

The Hook Light House Trip

With the sunny spring days, Ed and Willie decided to
visit the oldest working light house in Europe where
they enjoyed spectacular views from the peninsula as
well as beautiful sunshine.

Leaf by leaf,
The spring arrives,
Bloom by bloom,
The world grows bright,
As day by day,
Love fills the world,
With simple joys,
and heart’s delight.

Martin and Willie often enjoy a walk in the beautiful
Kilmacurragh Gardens which is so close to Hillview. It is
well-known for its rhododendron trees that flower in late
March and attract many visitors.

Farm Visit
Spring brings new beginnings and growth, but also
new life to a farm, and therefore it is the best time to
visit. Willie and Martin visited a petting farm where they
petted baby goats and fed alpacas.

Willie and Ed also visited Waterford Crystal where they
learned many interesting facts and saw
how the crystal glasses were made.

Trip to Johnstown Castle

Celebrating Special Times
It is important to celebrate
every special occasion during
the year. So far we have
celebrated St. Bridget’s Day
which marks an important
beginning of Spring, and St.
Patrick’s Day which is equally
important. To mark St. Bridget’s
Day Martin attended a one day
workshop where he learnt how
to make a St. Bridget’s cross.
Martin did a great job and now
the cross is protecting everyone
in Hillview for the whole year
until he makes a new one again
next year.
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Martin and Angus decided
to visit Johnstown Castle in
Wexford where they enjoyed a
spectacular lake walk, and even
spotted peacocks and fed them
with some seeds they bought.

Game of Thrones
Studio
Irene and Ed enjoyed a day
trip to Belfast Game of Thrones
Studio. Ed is recommending
this trip to anyone who likes the
series as much as he does.

St. Patrick’s Day
For St. Patrick’s Day
we enjoyed a great
garden party with
lots of games, and
we cooked traditional
seafood chowder
which we all enjoyed.
We were delighted
to welcome our
neighbour Richard
who visited us for the
party, and hopefully
he liked the food too.

Live Music Is Back!
After a long time,
live concerts
are back and
because Ed
and Willie love
live music, they
decided to go
and see Abba
Orchestral. This
was an amazing
experience and
From left: Alex (staff), Ed and Willie waiting they even got a
chance to dance.
for the concert to start.

Having Fun

Top photo: Alex (staff) and Ed. Lower photo, from left:
Angus, Alex (staff) and Ed enjoying some games.

Tasting The World

Because we weren’t able to travel abroad over the
past two years, we decided to at least try food from
different countries. Every month Willie, Ed, Martin
and Angus pick a country they like and we look for
traditional dishes that we can make in the house.
So far we have tried Spanish paella with sangria,
as well as some tasty Greek food. We are planning
to continue until we try all the countries in the
world, and that might take us a while.

Above, left to right: Angus, Martin, Willie, Ed and
Des (CSM) enjoying Spanish food and drink.

Shannon brought Martin and
Willie for a walk to Brittas
Bay, a beautiful local beach.

Martin likes visiting museums
and going to Dublin where he
is originally from, so Paul took
him for a day trip to the Wax
Museum where Martin enjoyed
seeing all the famous people.

Love Is In The Air

It took Willy longer
than most to get
around to ‘popping
the question’, and
he did so in style
in Hillview on
Valentine's Day
this year. In true
customary fashion,
Willy went down
on one knee and
proposed to Betty,
and of course she
said yes. Willy
Gregory and Betty
Barrett have known
one another for
many years, and
I'm sure we all
wish them every
happiness.
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SUNNY GARDENS
Amy Breen

VOLUNTEERING

A MOTHER’S DAY WELL SPENT

Bridget Murphy and Sinead Conway have recently
started volunteering once a week.

Helen participated in a Mother's Day Crafts Workshop in
Newcastle Church of Ireland Parish Hall on 26th March.
Helen really enjoyed this experience and excelled with
her creativity by designing a Toto bag, a pencil case and
a beaded bracelet. The afternoon was topped off with a
delicious afternoon tea.

Above left: Bridget has a new role volunteering with the
North Wexford Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (NWSPCA) in Gorey. Bridget loves cats and
enjoys feeding them.
Above right: Bridget took part in Tidy Towns ‘Pick A
Spot’ and filled a bag and a half of rubbish.

Sinead has been volunteering with her local church in
Arklow since returning to Mass following the easing of
Covid-19 restrictions. She is involved in organising the
candles for the mass on Sunday mornings when she
attends mass on Saturday nights. Sinead has developed
a wonderful friendship with another church volunteer,
'Margaret'.

EASTER FUN
Sinead attended an Easter Wreath-Making Class in
April. She was so proud of her wreath, and chose to
hang her work-of-art on her front door. Sinead has
received many compliments on how lovely her wreath
looks.

KILMACURRAGH GARDENS

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY
Helen and Sinead enjoyed
pink prosecco to celebrate
International Women’s Day
on 8th March.

Helen and Brigid
enjoying the
blossoms at
Kilmacurragh.
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SUNNY GARDENS
THERE’S NO SHOW LIKE A JOE SHOW

Cont......
CONGRATULATIONS

Helen Farrell and Sinead Conway enjoyed a tribute
Joe Dolan concert in the Arklow Bay Hotel. Helen
and Sinead sat with their friends and they both had
great fun singing along, especially to the song 'Make
Me An Island'.

Congratulations
to Anita Blair
on her new role
as our Deputy
Manager. Anita
has worked in
Sunny Gardens as a community
support worker for many years.
The clients and staff are all
delighted to have Anita working as
our Deputy Manager and wish her
well in her new role.

COMPLIMENTS

2022
Grace Whelan

We frequently receive compliments from various sources,
and it’s always nice to relay them on to others. Below are
some of the nice messages we have received since the
year began.
•

Compliment from a family member to a new CSM
of location, stating “the energy and enthusiasm you
bring to your job will have such a positive influence
on the staff and all who live in X”.

•

Client’s mother commented, “It was like winning the
lottery that staff X is in day service X with so many
ideas for the creativity of the clients”.

•

Client’s mother sent a thank you card to residential
house X for looking after her daughter so well.

•

Client’s sister thanked staff in residential location X
for all their hard work.

•

Client’s mother complimented staff team X on the
hard work and dedication shown to her daughter.

•

Client’s mother gave praise to staff of day service
X stating that there is no shortage of activities for

him, and thanking them for making his birthday extra
special.
•

Client’s mother commented that their daughter
returning to day service X saved their lives, as their
daughter would not leave her room during her time at
home. Client’s mother is amazed at how X gets up
every morning and says, “Bring me to X. Hurry. We’ll
be late. They will miss me".

•

Client’s mother commented how pleased they are
with X developing independence skills. Mother said
that X is all talk at home about meeting her friends,
being out independently, going to creative writing,
baking, and shopping.

•

Clients thanked by members of the public for their
participation in Tidy Towns.

•

Client’s mother commented that she is very happy
with Sunbeam - couldn't be more delighted and the
team are fantastic.

•

Family member thanked staff team X for the care,
support and dedication provided to their son.
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AISTEAR

QUILLING

Audrey Connolly

POUND WITH AIS

I (Cathy Macken) and Ailbhe Kelly were off to Gorey for an arts and crafts
session on Esmonde Street with the artist Denise Buckley. We were learning
the skill of quilling which is a paperwork craft and it was so enjoyable and
relaxing. Have a look at our photographs and if ever anyone wants to do it, look
up the Facebook page of Caroline Bergin. Cathy Macken

30TH BIRTHDAY
Everyone has been having a good
time, dancing with Aisling at the
class ‘Pound with Ais’. This class
has been such fun, with a good beat
to the dance and we use drum sticks
to keep the beat going at Studio 55
@ Bridgewater Shopping Centre.
Clients are: Patrick Grummell,
Patricia Hurley, Emma Kinsella,
Cathy Macken and Selina Whyte.

NEW PREMISES

I had a great time enjoying my 30th
birthday party at Aistear with all my
friends. I also spent the weekend
celebrating with my family and
friends. Killian Byrne
Above left: Killian Byrne. Above right:
Audrey Connolly, Patrick Grummell, Joseph
Steenson, Cathy Macken, Samantha
McDonald, Gavin O’Reilly and Killian Byrne.
Left: Killian Byrne and Cathy Macken.

WELL DONE PAUL & AISTEAR!

Here are Simon Marah and John
Rowan at the new premises of
Aistear. ‘Aistear’ means ‘Journey’.
Looking forward to a great time
in our new place, doing loads
of activities and increasing our
independent learning.
Audrey Connolly
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A big ‘thank you’ was received from
the Arklow Branch of the Irish Cancer
Society, for Paul Roche who personally
raised €112 in his local community. Paul
met with Donal Buggy, the Director of
Services for the Irish Cancer Society,
and Donal placed Paul’s photo on the
Irish Cancer Society twitter page. Also,
Aistear were all thanked in person when
Lucy Hayes arrived to the day services to
thank everyone for their support. Aistear
raised €477.68 at the day services on the
day. Please see the full write-up on the
next page.

DAFFODIL DAY

Today, all of us at Aistear decided to fundraise for a great
cause - ‘Daffodil Day’. We decked the place in yellow
balloons and sold items at our stall on the main street of
Arklow for ‘The Irish Cancer Society’. It was a busy day
and members of the public had a chat with us and were
very generous too. There was lots of fun and laughter,
and Donal Buggy called to say thank you to Paul Roche
and to all at Aistear for organising it and doing more

selling around his neighbourhood all week and this
coming weekend.
Photos, clockwise from left: Patrick Grummell; group
photo: Samantha McDonald, Paul Roche, Rachel
Langrell; Samantha McDonald; Paul Roche; Paul
Roche and Patrick Grummell; Rachel Langrell.

DAY TRIP
In February 2022 I went on a
day trip to Dublin city with my
keyworker Audrey Connolly
to enjoy the sights of the Wax
Works. I attend Aistear and
decided to enjoy a day in Dublin
and travelling by train which
was good fun. I am working on
improving my independence
and I use a cane to help me
since I am sight-impaired. I
loved being a tourist for the day
and treated myself to a nice
lunch in Kilkenny Design. I
got to see all the famous wax
figures at Dublin’s Wax Museum
and enjoyed touching Einstein’s
hair too. Emma Kinsella
Photos: Clockwise from
upper left: Emma enjoying
the lights; Emma and Mrs.
Brown; Emma with Oscar
Wilde; Emma with Albert
Einstein.
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Calling All Garden Lovers......
WHAT IS A POLLINATOR?

HOW CAN I HELP?

A pollinator is anything that helps carry
pollen from the male part of the flower
(stamen) to the female part of the
same or another flower (stigma). The
movement of pollen must occur for the
plant to become fertilized and produce
fruits, seeds, and young plants. Some
plants are self-pollinating, while others
may be fertilized by pollen carried by
wind or water. Still, other flowers are
pollinated by insects and animals - such
as bees, wasps, moths, butterflies, birds,
flies and small mammals, including bats.
Insects and other animals visit flowers
in search of food, shelter, nest-building
materials, and sometimes even mates.
Some pollinators, including many bee
species, intentionally collect pollen.
Others, such as many butterflies, birds
and bats, move pollen accidentally when
it sticks to their bodies.

1.

WHY ARE POLLINATORS
IMPORTANT

4.

Wild insects such as bees and hoverflies
play an important role in successful plant
reproduction through the pollination
of many wild plant and crop species.
This pollination service ensures we
have access to a large selection of
food required to maintain a healthy and
nutritious diet and lifestyle. It also has an
economical benefit with insect-mediated
crop pollination contributing nearly €15
billion per year to the European economy
and up to €59 million per year in Ireland
though home-produced crops. Insect
pollinators also indirectly benefit other
aspects of biodiversity and ecosystem
services. The wild plants that rely on
or benefit from insect pollination in turn
produce food for wildlife (e.g. fruits and
seeds), help in nutrient recycling (e.g.
Nitrogen fixation) and mitigate climate
change (e.g. remove carbon from the air).

2.

3.

5.

6.

WHY ARE WE WORRIED ABOUT
POLLINATORS?
Irish pollinators are in decline. The
problem is serious, and in order to ensure
the sustainability of our food production,
to avoid additional economic impact on
the agricultural sector, and to protect the
health of the environment, it requires
immediate attention. Globally, bees are
the most important pollinators because
they visit flowers to collect pollen for their
larvae, as well as feeding exclusively
on the nectar of flowers as adults.
Research has shown that more than half
of Ireland’s bee species have undergone
substantial declines in numbers since
1980, with 30% of species considered
threatened with extinction from Ireland
according to IUCN criteria3.
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7.

Don’t mow - let it grow. Reduce
mowing to allow native wildflowers
like Dandelions, Clover and Birdsfoot Trefoil to naturally return over
time.
Manage native hedgerows for
biodiversity. The more blossom your
hedgerow has in spring, the better
it is for biodiversity. Allow hedges
to grow into a natural A-shape
profile rather than a neat box shape.
Flowers grow on older wood, so
avoid cutting annually – cut on a
three-year rotation instead to allow
them to flower in spring.
Plant pollinator friendly trees. Native
trees and shrubs such as Willow,
Hawthorn, Rowan, Crab Apple,
and Holly support huge numbers of
insects including pollinators. Plant a
young tree in the autumn or winter,
or grow them from seed.
Avoid using insecticides, fungicides
and herbicides. These potent
chemical cocktails are designed to
kill various organisms. One of the
best things you can do for pollinators
is avoid using them. If you buy plants
at a garden centre, ask if they have
been treated with chemicals. Even
‘bee friendly’ labelled plants may
have been treated with pesticides.
Create nesting habitats for
pollinators. Our ninety-nine species
of wild pollinators nest in hedgerows,
wild areas, dry stone walls, and even
in the ground. To make a nesting
habitat for them, just scrape back
some bare earth, leave some areas
to grow wild, or simply drill holes 10
cm deep in unvarnished wood for
solitary bees.
Choose nectar and pollen-rich plants
for your garden. There are plenty of
beautiful plants you can choose for
your garden that are rich in nectar
and pollen. Bidens and Bacopa
are great bedding plants for small
containers and hanging baskets; and
herbs such as Thyme and Rosemary
provide food for you as well as for
pollinators. Make sure you keep
these plants to your garden and don’t
plant them in the wider landscape.
Outside your garden, the best action
for pollinators is to create biodiversity
meadows and margins by reducing
mowing.
Think twice about getting a hive of
honeybees. On the island of Ireland,
we have one honeybee species, and
it is not in decline. Most honeybees
are ‘domesticated pollinators’,
living in hives and managed by
beekeepers. Our ninety-nine wild
bee species are under threat. If we
have too many honeybee hives in

the landscape,
they can
compete for
food with our
struggling wild
GIVE BEES A CHANCE
pollinators. You
should only get a
honeybee hive if you want to start a
new hobby, but it is not the best thing
to do for biodiversity.
8. Be careful with wildflower seed
mixes. You might be surprised to
hear that sowing wildflower seed
mixes can be detrimental to local
biodiversity. Many wildflower seed
mixes contain non-native species,
and can inadvertently introduce
invasive species. Please avoid using
them where possible. If you do
decide to sow wildflower seed mixes,
keep to garden settings, ensure they
are native and of Irish origin, and
never use in situations where natural
habitat restoration is possible (Don’t
mow, let it grow). Alternatively, you
could collect and sow seeds from
local wildflowers.
9. Don’t install a large bee or insect
hotel. Large bee hotels are
attractive to humans, but not great
for pollinators. They can encourage
the spread of disease and attract
predators. Avoid anything bigger than
an average-sized bird box. There are
many other ways to provide nesting
habitats for pollinators, such as
providing wild areas of undisturbed
long grass, and scraping back some
bare earth. If you want to make a
bee hotel, make sure it is small, and
position it away from bird feeders so
the insects aren’t easy targets.
10. Spread the word. Many people want
to help pollinators and biodiversity,
but it can be hard to know where
to start. Tell your friends and family
about these top ten ways to help
pollinators; join a community group
or Tidy Towns; talk to your council,
school, college, workplace, or faith
community.
WHERE CAN I FIND MORE
INFORMATION?
This page is just a brief introduction
to saving our pollinators. See www.
pollinators.ie for further information,
including ideas, newsletters, videos, list
of partners, resources,
and the full All-Ireland
Pollinator Plan 2021
- 2025. See www.
biodiversityireland.
ie for data and
information to better
understand and assist
the protection of
Ireland’s biodiversity.

GLENVALE
Brian Byrne
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Clients Sandy Browne
(left) and Jason
Hayden enjoyed their
first bowling trip in over
2 years, at Wicklow
Bowl.

CHAIR YOGA

Clients at Glenvale have been enjoying a
Chair Yoga Class on Zoom which is run by
Wicklow Sports Partnership.

VALENTINE’S DAY
At Glenvale, we all made lovely cards. We had a Valentine’s Day
party where we enjoyed chocolate-covered strawberries, popping
candy and heart-shaped sweets.

Above, left to right: Sandy Browne,
Conall Carney, Tracy McDermott.
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EOLAS

EQUINE THERAPY

Polly Clack

TOVERTAFEL
Tanya Reid and Katherine Daly like to groom Butler as part of
their Equine Therapy sessions at Equisteps, Wicklow.

RUA TRAINING
Eolas service-users Ian McGuire, Katherine Daly and Tanya
Reid received their Rua Training completion certificates last
February. The certificates were presented by Deirdre Lally
and Ellen Talty from the Social Care team. The service-users
thoroughly enjoyed the training and found it educational and
informative. The Rua Relationships and Sexuality training
included topics on The Law, Consent, Rights, Being Healthy,
Staying Safe, and Values.

Katherine Daly, Amy Quinn and Derri Keating
enjoy using the Tovertafel console game in the
Ballywaltrim Library.
The Tovertafel is a games console designed
for use in healthcare settings. It was launched
in 2015 by the Dutch medical technologies
company Active Cues. The console contains
a high-quality projector, infrared sensors,
a loudspeaker and a processor with which
interactive games are projected onto a table.
The console has been developed for people
with cognitive challenges. There are variants
for various target groups, including people with
dementia, people with an intellectual disability
and children with a developmental disorder. The
console encourages people to get the best out of
themselves. Everyone can join in the games.
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ORCHID LANE
Glenn Canning
TRIP TO DUBLIN
Resident Tommy Brown
enjoyed a day trip to
Dublin city on 27th
February supported by
CSW Glenn Canning.
Tommy had been
looking forward to going
shopping in Dublin city.
He took the bus from
Bray to Dublin city and
really enjoyed the feeling
of independence that
this gave him. When in
the city, Tommy enjoyed
lunch at Insomnia Cafe
on Dame Street, while also taking in some city sights.
He then browsed many shops and bought himself
some new clothes. Tommy stated he had a great day
out!

HELPING UKRAINE
Resident Ross McKevitt
offered his services to
give a helping hand
while at his day service
DCB, on March 4th to
support the Ukranian
families in need at this
time. Supported by CSW
Glenn Canning and DCB
staff member Monique
Jolly, Ross along with
his DCB friends helped
organise food donations
and pack them into
boxes. The group then
packed the boxes into cars and drove to the donation
storage facility in Greystones to deliver the supplies.
While there, Ross spoke with the donations team, and
they told him of their plans to travel to an orphanage in
Poland to deliver the donations. Ross was happy to be
a part of such a good cause.

PANCAKE TUESDAY
The residents of Orchid Lane enjoyed a group activity of
flipping pancakes on Pancake Tuesday on March 1st,
supported by CSWs Maria McGrath and Sarah Michael.
Residents Tommy Brown, Ross McKevitt and Georgina
Alexander stated they had a great time, especially
watching the staff attempting to flip pancakes!! And
obviously eating the delicious pancakes was a bonus too!!

A GREAT DAY OUT
Resident Georgina
Alexander enjoyed
a day out on March
10th supported
by CSW Sarah
Michael. Georgina
enjoyed a scenic
drive through the
Dublin Mountains
as this is one of her
favourite things to
do. Georgina was
hoping to visit the
DSPCA centre to
see the animals, but
unfortunately this
was still closed to
the public. Georgina
then enjoyed a tasty
lunch afterwards
at The Merry
Ploughboy Irish Pub
in Rathfarnham.
Georgina stated she
had a great day out!

ST. PATRICK’S DAY

The Orchid Lane residents had a great day
for St. Patrick's Day 2022, supported by CSW
Glenn Canning and CSW Danielle Aristosa.
The group attended the parade on Bray Main
Street, followed by a walk down to the seafront to
experience the hustle and bustle of the crowds.
The group then relaxed in a cafe while having tea
and cake. Later in the evening, the group went to
Jack White’s Inn for a lovely meal, with dessert
of course!! The day was then ended with a short
drive around Bray.
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ROSANNA GARDENS
Lorraine Donnelly

GOING TO A WEDDING

On 27th March 2022 Sharon
joined her family in Brooklodge
Hotel Macreddin for the
wedding ceremony of her
nephew. The bride and groom
travelled from Wales to get
married in Brooklodge Hotel.
Sharon had a very enjoyable
day at the wedding, mixing and
interacting with all her family.
Photos show Sharon travelling
to the wedding.

PUNCHESTOWN RACES

On 26th April 2022 Fintan attended
Punchestown Racing Festival with
his Friend in Deed Lorraine Donnelly.
Fintan had a very enjoyable day
and at the end of it, he went to
Hollywood Inn for his dinner.

Sharon at
The Pod in
Roundwood,
enjoying a
coffee and a
cigarette.

HAVING FUN

Upper left: Fintan posing with retired
jockey Barry Geraghty. Barry is the
second most successful jockey of all
time at the Cheltenham Festival.
Upper right: Fintan posing with
retired jockey Ruby Walsh. Ruby is
the third most prolific winner in British and Irish jump racing
history.

Mary out
enjoying the
lovely weather
whilst walking
to Rathnew
with staff.
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TRIP TO
AVIVA
On 29th March 2022
Fintan and staff
member Ollie O'Connor
went to the Aviva
Stadium to watch
Ireland play Lithuania.
Ireland defeated
Lithuania 1-0. Fintan
had an enjoyable
evening at the match.

GARDEN PROJECT
The clients in Bellavista started a garden project during Covid, and this
year they have been enjoying getting the garden ready for summer.

BELLA VISTA
Maria MartinRocha
and Katie O’Brien

WELCOME MEAL
The residents in
Bellavista welcomed
their new CSM Katie
O’Brien with an evening
of fun and cocktails at
Arcadia Restaurant.
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DUNAVON
Aoife Kane

It was a great occasion getting out to see
the St. Patrick’s Day parade in Rathdrum
after the easing of restrictions following the
Covid-19 pandemic which saw the parade
cancelled for the last 2 years.
It was a beautiful day and there was a
great turn out of people from the town and
the surrounding areas. A big effort was
made with all the floats, and the people
that participated in the parade looked like
they were really enjoying themselves. Our
clients from Dunavon - Noreen, Gail and
Paddy - had a great time and it was lovely
to meet all our neighbours and take part
in a community event after the various
lockdowns and restrictions that we have
had to endure.

PHOTOS:Top photo: Gail Donoghue,
Noreen Dempsey and Paddy
Murphy (clients) with Aoife Kane,
Lungile Moyo and Anne Mulhall.
We were joined by Serena Baird
and some other clients from Ros
Mhuire in this picture.
Middle row photos, left to right:
Lungile Moyo and Serena Baird
with Noreen in the forefront;
Rathdrum Offroad Club; Paddy
Murphy with Anne Mulhall.
Lower row photos, left to
right: Rathdrum Offroad Club;
Rathdrum Parish with a miniature
St. Patrick.
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FLOWER ARRANGING

Clients in The Pod’s Easter Flower Arrangement Group made
these beautiful bouquets for their Easter Sunday table.

Left: Marie
Louise
Hughes.
Back row:
Kellyann
Doyle,
Sinead
King.
Front row:
Walter
Pallas,
Colette
Cullen.

ST. PATRICK’S DAY
Clients in The Pod had great fun celebrating St. Patrick’s Day.

THE POD
Sarah Moore

FIRST AID TRAINING

Clients in The Pod took part in First Aid Training with
SHS Trainer Paul Temple.
Top two photos: Walter Pallas with Paul Temple.
Lower left: Kellyann Doyle and Natalie Byrne.
Lower right: Stephen Deignan.
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LINKS

Ciara O’Sullivan, Rebecca Banks,
Suzanne Gill, Julianne O’Callaghan
and Pat Kelly

FUNDRAISER FOR BEAUMONT HOSPITAL
The clients and staff in Links took part in
a fundraiser for Beaumont Hospital. We
walked just over 26 km in 5 days in order
to raise funds. We are delighted to have
raised €1,400 in aid of the Neurosurgical
Department in Beaumont Hospital. Thank
you to everyone who donated - we really
appreciate it.

CHRISTMAS PARTY
To celebrate Christmas, the
clients in Links had originally
planned to go to a pantomine
in Dublin City, with dinner
afterwards. However, because
of Covid we had to cancel this,
so we decided to have a party
in Links instead, and to make
the most of it for the clients.
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PUZZLES & JOKES
FIND THE HIDDEN DANCER

Answers on page 32

My neighbour banged on the wall at 4.30 a.m. this
morning !! Can you believe it? Luckily I was still awake,
listening to music. My neighbour shouted, “Can we have
a little respect please?”. I shouted back, “I'm not a big
Aretha Franklin fan, but this one’s for you.”

FIND THE HIDDEN FOR SALE SIGN

My wife wants me to blow air on her whenever she
overheats, but honestly… I’m not a fan.
My doctor told me I’m going deaf. The news was hard
for me to hear.
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